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Introduction

It has become customary to welcome new media with a narrative that extols th
potential for democratization, equality, utopia, and general advancement. T
tendency frequently leads researchers to interrogate new media in a manner refl
tive of Western dogmas of inquiry, possibly resulting in theories and histories
media that contain a Western bias. We argue that the tendency to perceive te
nology as a liberating force derives from Western canons of social inquiry, refl
tive of capitalist, imperialist, and neoliberal mentalities. As a result, scholars inv
time in search of community, identity expression, citizenship, civility, and dem
ratic ideals that processes of industrialization and postindustrialization h
reformed in Western societies and that technologies could somehow revive.
In this chapter, we examine language and metaphors prevalent in understa
ing the place of technology in contemporary societies. We problematize the c
tural and intellectual origins of prominent metaphors and dichotomies and rev
research to identi£Y non-Western metaphors and language that permit a glocal, c
mopolitan understanding of technologies that are deployed globally. In doing
we discuss the extent to which English presents the lingua franca of the Intern
and how this might shape the conceptualization of research that also empl
English as its linguafranca. We are interested in what the Internet looks like wh
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it does not speak English, and how we may adjust our terminology to describe that
more accurately as researchers. We are thus driven to a different paradigm for
examining technological impact, which emphasizes gradual change, adaptation,
processes of remediation, and technological affordances that are interpreted differently, based on the cultural context within which they are reified. We conclude with
a synopsis of this paradigm, identification of terms and language pertinent to historically and culturally conscious inquiry of the Internet, and methodological
suggestions.

Hybrid Vernaculars

The stories that we imagine about technologies reflect corresponding mythologies
of our expectations of the new and our disillusionment with the old. Myth does not
operate without metaphor. Metaphor permits the comparison of new experiences
to past ones. It is employed to capture the meaning of contemporary events and
inject elements of continuity to experiences that, without it, appear fragmented and
accidental. Metaphors of the past are frequently employed to understand the new,
thus contributing to a mythology of the new that bears little relation to reality,l or
involve "media we do not yet know how to talk about."2 Similarly, we apply
metaphors developed within one culture to the study of technologies that cross cultures, thus developing vernaculars for research that contain inherent bias.
These vernaculars function in ways that are simultaneously emancipatory and
restrictive. Utopia~ and dystopian narratives permit us to incorporate new media
into our ethical hierarchies, thus exercising power and ascribing ethical identity to
technological artifacts that possess no specific ethos. This is a human "gesture" upon
the space suggested by newer media, a way for living beings to make their mark, and
then remark, space, actual and imaginary, thus historicizing the relationship between
space and technology.3 Electronic media, in particular, routinely evoke the dominant metaphor of a new frontier or a new world, 4 a new virtual homestead for community/ an electronic frontier for democracy,6 or a new, alternative terra nova for
virtual gaming communities.?
Several of the English-language metaphors employed to describe net-related
technologies aptly capture the elasticity and connectivity of these platforms (web,
net, network). As global English evolves into the lingua franca of the Internet, it is
important to keep in mind that while the majority of the text of the web is written
in English, most of the communication on the Internet is conducted in languages
other than English. 8 Beyond language, the primarily Western operating logic of the
Internet creates cultural conflict for non-Western users who either negotiate cos'
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lllopolitan identities so as to navigate online geographies in China9 and the Ar
world,lo or turn to native, over foreign, language content. ll
Moreover, global online giants of Western origin, like Google or Faceboo
operate on cultural or privacy premises that clash with non-Western social hier
chies and publiciprivate binaries, and also threaten indigenous media industries
Local online companies resist global templates for web content by producing w
design and employing language that is friendlier to the cultural context of cor
sponding cultures,13 thus providing some examples of what the Internet looks l
when it does not speak English. Online governance and domain name administ
tion follow a protocol articulated in English and a structure influenced by Weste
politics. 14 Metaphors prominently used in portals, like expert, market, and comm
nity, are reflective of Western or capitalist hierarchies,15 and others like global v
lage and global marketplace serve to legitimate the dominant political order. 16 T
medium looks global but is not being used in a global way, as studies indicate th
prominent search engines are biased in ways that favor U.S. sites, while Chinese si
are better covered by China-specific search engines. I? As these tendencies evolve in
norms, the history ofInternet use becomes expressed in a vocabulary that contai
a Western bias.
The bias toward English embedded in the architecture of the Internet may sp
over to research that tends to examine English-based content, in the English la
guage or employing English metaphors and terms. English is also the linguafra
ca of several disciplines in the social sciences. Frequently, these research vernacula
contain terms that translate awkwardly across cultures, thus erecting linguis
boundaries in what presents an intercultural history of a technology. For instan
the metaphor of a new frontier or a new world evokes bitter sentiment for inhab
tants of territory that was once considered new and was thus subjected to t
imperialistic tendencies and political-economic objectives of dominant nation
So, enthusiasm over a new frontier is frequently moderated by historical and c
tural context. Moreover, linguistic differences across cultures complicate the use
terms that are employed or referenced in Internet research regularly but transla
poorly in languages other than English. For example, the construct of the Pub
Sphere, or OjJentlichkeit, as it was originally expressed in German, is employed f
quently to assess the democratic potential of the Internet. Yet, the term transla
poorly into several languages, including Greek, which does not contain a simi
term. Similarly, the term community, central to our understanding of social
online, connotes different meanings and different forms of social organizati
when translated into other languages and cultures. 18 To this end, a greater focus
sociality over community may allow for a more pluralized understanding of the va
ant forms that residential sociality may acquire. 19
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Naturally, definitions and operationalizations of these terms allow us to employ
constructs that have shared meaning for all of us, but the question we pose is different: To what extent does the use of terms prevalent in the Western lexicon
impose yardsticks that make little sense in the rest of the world? And by employing these metaphors in our research, to what extent does research contribute to a
reproduction of an Anglo-based model of sociality, politics, and history of online
use? To be fair, the prevalence of the English language online is a necessity having
to do with the general social functions of language. 2o An indicator of cosmopolitanism, rather than imperialism, the common language of global standardized
English helps emphasize similarities and allows the discussion of differences.
Moreover, a multilingual Internet does not guarantee expressional freedom online,
nor does it ensure coherent and commonly understood communication. Still, a universal grammar, even if English based, must evolve beyond Western/Anglo-Saxon
social and political conventions in order to create semiotic spaces or semiospheres that
make sense to the multilingual publics using the Internet to express themselves and
connect. 21
Hybridity is evident in the manner nonnative speakers of English approach the
Internet; they relate to the medium in a manner that affords a layering of multiple
cultural identities, ethnic and not. 22 Employing the concept of the vernacular permits the understanding of expressive means that develop dialectically to reflect the
inherent attributes of mainstream or subaltern cultures, or, in the context of globalization, translocalities. 23 Hybridity implies that while some of these vernaculars
develop in opposition to institutional logic, they frequently contain elements of that
logic as a way of introducing their alterity to a variety of publics. 24 An examination
of hybrid vernaculars that develop transglobally affords the examination of both
indigenous and imported modes of technology use. It also permits an understanding of how indigenous modes shape and are shaped by external cultural influences.
A hybrid research vernacular thus permits an examination of cultural alterity and
conformity, for all cultures, whether they be defined by technology, nationality, language, or other commonalities and differences. Furthermore, it employs research
constructs that carry cultural relevance and resonate with a cosmopolitan spectrum
of semiotic spaces.
To establish these vernaculars, we begin by discussing three prominent
dichotomies around which vernaculars develop transculturally:
Individual/Social
Public/Private
EastlWest
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This list of conceptual binaries is not exhaustive, but we argue that it is pertinen
to identifYing where our present research vernaculars for online media fall short, an
which vernaculars afford greater hybridity, so as to produce hybrid, rather than hege
monic, history or histories of newer media. These dichotomies are prominent i
research about online behaviors and tendencies. By focusing on these, we are abl
to understand the circumstances around which vernaculars develop and propose lan
guage and terms more helpful for future research.
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The Individual and Society

The relationship between the individual and society has been a perennial topic o
social theory.25 Georg Simmel and Everett Hughes pointed out that society is no
merely an abstract concept that represents the realities of individuals drawn into
whole. 26 On the one hand, the individual is articulated and defined by motivation
and relationships in changing social contexts. 27 On the other hand, society only ha
form and effects on people insofar as structure is produced and reproduced in wha
the individuals do. 28 In essence, "society [shapes] the individuality of its member
and the individuals [form] society out of their life actions while pursuing strategie
plausible and feasible within the socially woven web of their dependencies."29
Social solidarity and individual autonomy have been locked in a permanent stat
of conflict or uneasy compromise since ancient times. 30 As market-driven industri
al economies and capitalism developed, liberal views emphasizing individualism pre
vailed, affirming the ethical primacy of the individual against the pressures of socia
collectivism.3! The state was organized into self-governing republics through demo
cratic means on a contractual basis of rights. 32
The Enlightenment value of individual freedom was further established in th
rapid modernization process that followed. Individualism, along with a marke
economy and democratic polity, was considered a defining dimension of moderni
ty. Individualism celebrated the freedom of the individual from "the tightly knit we
of communal dependency, surveillance and enforcement" at early stages of th
modern time. 33 As capitalism further progressed, neoliberalism, primarily a theor
of society dwelling on an image of the autonomous individual, supposed that socia
order under market competition would ultimately be disintegrated into individu
als confronting each other. As a result, critics of neoliberal policies argue that th
market dissolves all forms of social solidarity in favor of individualism and under
mines the very idea of community.34
The conceptualization of community in recent research reflects our nostalgi
memories of intimacy and interdependence. However, it is deemed historicall
inevitable to lose the spirit of traditional community in the process of moderniza
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tion. The ideals of community necessarily contrast with the modern social order th
is based on impersonal relations among mobile and often anonymous mass parti
ipants. Modern society reifies modernism's impact and encroachment upon the tr
ditional community.35 For instance, Ferdinand Tonnies characterized the transitio
from community to society as dynamism between GemeinschaJt, an organic and int
mate life order, and GesellschaJt, the instrumentalized structure of modern society.
For him, there is no community in or after society. 37
Furthermore, the development of globalization as a new paradigm has pos
new challenges for understanding the reconfiguration of power in the contemp
rary world. 38 Scholars contend that globalization has led to the retreat of traditio
al institutions such as nation-state and the family as well as a renewed trend
individualization in Western societies. 39 While some of the properties and function
previously attributed to traditional social institutions have been extensively reloca
ed onto global and transnational organizations, others have been intensively di
placed onto the individua1. 40
As a result, "individualization is becoming the social structure of [the] secon
modern society itself."41 While individualization grants people unprecedented fre
dom to experiment with self-identity and ways ofliving, it also brings the indivi
uals an unprecedented responsibility for dealing with the social consequences
these choices:2 Consequently, collectivism is deemed a limited and unproductiv
strategy, for resource-deprived individuals and communities are often expedien
temporary measures that are "fragile and shift erratically from one target to anot
er."43 Individualization theorists uphold individual creativity as means for the renew
al of society under conditions of radical change, suggesting that "[i]n develope
modernity, human mutuality and community rest no longer on solidly establishe
traditions, but, rather, on a paradoxical collectivity of reciprocal individualization."4
The social architectures presented by newer communication technologies refle
these tendencies and tensions, via an infrastructure that further blurs private an
public.

Public and Private

The public/private binary provides the cultural context for the theorizing of soci
behaviors. The distinction between public and private is elusive, as it is cultural
formed and sensitive to historical context. 45 For the Greek and the Roman philoso
phers, emphasis was placed on presence in the public arena, the public affairs, an
on leading a good life. The term public was thus associated with principles of goV
ernance, democracy, and deliberation. Conversely, private delineated the locus of th
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home and related activities. During the nadir of the Roman period, Christianic
ues positioned private man before God and redefined the essence of what it me
to lead a good life. This marked a departure from the Greco-Roman politically ba
definitions of Virtue (Areti) to morally constructed and religious interpretation
virtue as piety. As religious discourse dominated the private sphere and permea
private life, it, along with concurrent political and economic developments, refram
the contours of public and private behaviors.46 During this period, private bega
specifically delineate that which is privately owned and impenetrable by pu
vision. This effectively extended the public/private binary beyond the politica
domains that are social, cultural, and, in general, behavioral, thus suggesting m
tiple directions for analytical thought which had, up until that point, treated
mostly in its political context.
Seminal works employ the public and private binary to contextualize the h
torical progression of human sociality in the Western world. Philippe Ari
Centuries of Childhood maps modernity as the result of a long and complex conv
sation between religion, political philosophy, the economy, and individual s
interest. The ways in which modernity simultaneously enables solitude
complicates togetherness represent important themes for scholars who employ
public/private distinction. For Tonnies, the distinction between private and pu
helps construct the conceptual foundation for the concepts of GemeinschaJt
GesellschaJt, which capture modes of solitary and collective existence, respectiv
that are both historically and culturally sensitive. 47 Erving Goffman, on the
hand, focuses on situations created by modern settings to understand, from a d
maturgical perspective, how behavior evolves across public and private social plane
Herbert Gans on the other hand, locates these tensions in the urban setting
examines how the architectural structures of modernity restrict and suggest way
existing politically and socially for individuals. 49 Richard Sennett compares and c
trasts past and present modes of social and political activity to argue for the dem
of a way of living structured around the ability to exist, connect, and express o
self in public. 50
This list is exemplary of thinkers who refer back to the public/private disti
tion to situate and comprehend socially motivated behaviors. Focusing on the so
as an alternative to the bipolar continuum of public and private, Alan Wolfe p
poses a trichotomy that collapses the criterion of visibility-collectivity into
realm of the social,51 Wolfe formulates this trichotomy by distinguishing betw
(a) "a private sector in which we appropriately judge behavior by whether it ma
mizes individual freedom or self-interest," (b) "a public sector in which we make d
sions that are meant to apply equally to everyone in the society (even as we recogn
the near impossibility of doing this," and (c) "a realm of distinct publics. "52 The so
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reflects the balance between public and private, and informs the construction of lifiworlds, or sociocultural environments where individuals experience life. 53 Conflicting
or parallellifeworlds present the historical context against which the meaning of a
technology in a particular era is understood. If we may be permitted the gross generalization of Eastern and Western lifeworlds, for the sake of the limited analysis
that may take form in this chapter, it is important to examine how Eastern and
Western lifeworlds develop varying vernaculars in response to modernity.

East and West: Multiple Modernities

The conception of modernity has been predominantly grounded on the set of
Enlightenment values that were oriented toward the individual. 54 However, the experience of East Asia signifies a new mode of modernity that differs from modernity in Western contexts, in that "[t]he essence of the Asian alternatives is a society
built not around individual rights, but around a deeply engrained moral code that
is the basis for strong social structures and community life."55 In fact, the centrality of the state in a market economy, the importance of family values to social solidarity, the rich interplay between communal consensus and personal autonomy, as
well as fresh conceptual frameworks defined on indigenous terms to understand a
different kind of political and economic dynamics indicate that the modernization
process can assume cultural forms different from those identified as characteristically Western. 56
Weiming Tu has further linked the current economic, political, social, and
ethical life of East Asian peoples to the prominent indigenous cultural tradition of
Confucian philosophy.57Tu points out that the Confucian emphases on "the importance of equality rather than freedom, sympathy rather than rationality, civility rather
than law, duty rather than rights, and human-relatedness rather than individualism"
suggest a radically different approach to human development. 58 More important, the
development in industrial East Asia provides a new perspective for understanding
the role of traditions in the process of modernization. East Asian modernity challenges, if not negates, the common thesis that modernity is "either a conscious rejection or an unintended departure from tradition."59 Because community presents a
focal concept in understanding, and historicizing, the cultural relevance of newer
media, conversations about how different societies interpret community can help
inform hybrid vernaculars of history.
While community is conceptualized as "sovereign, limited, and having a horizontal equality among members" connected by voluntary contractual relationships
in the West,60 communal life in the East Asian context features a sense of an organic unity based on primordial ties-the embeddedness of the human condition, as
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well as a strong sense of duty, "the idea that one is obligated to, and responsible
an ever-expanding network of human relatedness."61 Consequently, while Wes
scholars pronounced that "real community grounded in intimate, personal con
and concrete issues of integration has vanished, replaced by a mental construct
the continuing role of tradition is sustaining an evolving modernity for East A
Indeed, the Confucian doctrines may serve as "political ideology, intellectual
course, merchant ethics, family values, as well as the spirit of protest" in formin
spiritual joint venture" with modern Western values. 63 AsTu and others have rig
ly noted, "these so-called Asian or Confucian values, like Enlightenment values
universal tOO."64 How may research integrate these complex tendencies into a voc
ulary of terms and theories that is truly cosmopolitan? We suggest a hybrid se
terms and theories that may advance such a breed of research.

Networked Sociality: A Hybrid Vernacular

We propose the concept of networked sociality as a way to understand social and re
ed behaviors that emerge within global, local, and glocal cultural contexts. The
oretical pretext of networked sociality is Manuel Castells's network society,65 wh
describes societies organized around networks enabled by information technolog
Networks and social networks have always presented a primary form of organ
tion, for a variety of cultures. For instance, the ancient Chinese practice of Gua
(relationship) has been a form of social networking structure dwelling on
indigenous Confucian culture. In addition to providing security, trust, and so
cohesion, it also contributes to the unique trajectory of modernization of the old
ilization. Its rich tradition and deep cultural roots contrast with the recent th
of a social network perspective propelled mainly by the methodological need of s
ological analysis and the advent of network technologies in the West. 66 Upon
theoretical premise, networked sociality is best understood in contrast to comm
nity, and describes emerging social uses of technology that are a combinatio
"sociability and experimentation."67 Andreas Wittel suggests that where commu
ty involves "stability, coherence, embeddedness and belonging ... long and las
ties, proximity and a common history," networked sociality "stands counterpose
Gemeinschaft . .. [and] does not represent belonging but integration and disinte
tion."68

Networked sociality may be defmed as a social expression ofliquid mode
ty, wherein "social relations are not 'narrational' but informational. .. fleeting
transient, yet iterative ... of ephemeral but intense encounters ... [and] charac
ized by... a combination of work and play."69 In essence, the construct aim
account for the Western model of modernity, with its highly differentiated sph
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of interest as well as that of other distinct societies such as East Asia where the lack
of clear boundaries between public and private is the norm. 70 Given that the major
ity of research on the Internet suggests affordances that enable expression and
connection, the concept of networked sociality allows a culturally open and flexi
ble examination of the social character of the Internet. We propose understanding
networked sociality by focusing on the following concepts.

Social Ties and Sociality

Research on online social networks examines the formation and maintenance o
online networks that support existing and new social ties.71 The unit of analysis i
the interaction or relation between people, measured in terms of ties held by indi
viduals maintaining a relation, the types of exchanges, frequency of contact, strength
of ties, intimacy, qualitative elements of relations, size of networks, global or loca
span of networks, and numerous other variables.72 Building on this research, schol
ars have further developed a variety of concepts such as media multiplexity (the ten
dency of more strongly tied pairs to make use of more available media). The
construct of social relations as social ties is central to an understanding of the net
worked sociality that emerges in contrast to community. Affording a variety o
strengths, connected individuals, and ritual or purposive communication aimed a
sustaining communication, ties mark social relations that are flexible, yet central to
networked modes of sociality. They also permit an understanding of sociability tha
translates across cultures and may produce a culturally cohesive historical narrative
of newer media technologies.

Affordances of Convergence

The social platforms or spaces sustained by convergent technologies accentuate confluence and flexibility of media content. The convergent properties of media render them both remixed and remixable: the product of institutions and independen
sociocultural agents. The confluent properties of information technologies sugges
particular possibilities for interaction, which tend to be structured around the
potential for interaction to converge social spheres, remix social resources, and
reorganize the time and space contours of sociability. These properties have been
characterized as affordances of convergent technological architecture, that is, intrinsic potentialities of technologies that make them "easier to use them for some purposes than for others."73 Open to reappropriation by individuals, affordances are
negotiated and redeployed, characterizing technology that is both "socially shaped
and socially shaping."74 Several studies of social network sites reflect how, in the
absence of sufficient relational cues, individuals across cultures actively renegotiate
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the architectural attributes of websites so as to craft identity performances that
more authentic. 75 Subsequent customizations of space appear to be connected to p
ticular modalities of sociality. The affordances of convergent networked spa
present a meaningful concept for understanding how different cultures make se
of social space created by technology.
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The emphasis on connection over struggle carries important consequences
understanding power in a globalized context. Acknowledging that power is no
constant, but rather, a potential that is discursively negotiated, permits an ope
tionalization of power that is relevant to a variety of cultures/6 At the same tim
structural analyses of power77 enable us to understand how class struggle is effe
ed on a glocallevel, in response to or in appropriation of new technologies. A r
onciliation of the structural (fIxed) and discursive (flexible) properties of network
power would produce analyses that incorporate a multiplicity of cultural context, a
Castells effects such a reconciliation by defIning power as "the relational capacity t
enables a social actor to influence asymmetrically the decisions of other soc
actor(s) in ways that favor the empowered actor's will, interests, and values."78 T
power that is afforded by the technological architectures of online technolog
emerges in networked mode, thus establishing the autonomy of each cultu
sphere, as well as the collective power and struggles emerging within conjoined c
tural and subcultural spheres. Sharon Strover refers to this reflexively articula
mode of power as "power in the slipstream," to reflect the blurring of the virtual w
the geospatial and to describe mutations of power that develop in the shape-sh
ing and nimble environment of the Internet slipstream. 79 In this networked und
standing of power, actors are not perpetually dominating others or being dominat
but rather, power passes through the network and individual cultures that serve
nodes. 80
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Recognizing that community is not the only means of practicing sociability a
attaining sociality permits autonomous, yet connected, agents to converge offl
and online spheres of interaction that need not be separate. These spheres of int
action are accessible from spaces domestic, work related, and via nomadic techno
gies of mobility.81 The emerging sociability moves beyond community, recogni
individual and collective identity as performance, and defInes as culture the c
verged set of practices of the social, political, economic, work, and personally re
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vant, as along as they contain a semiology that enables connection. What emerg
then, is a networked self, socially enabled by the affordances of social netwo
sites. We use the term se!fto accent the egocentric character of networks, and to p
mit culturally variant articulations of selfhood, over individualization. The term n
worked se!fis conceptually close to John Hartley's "homo nuntius," or the "messag
human," a contemporary species that expresses identity via and as message, and ''p
duces individual identity out of social-network interaction."82 In Hartley's wor
"Individuals in the species homo nuntius don't just 'send' messages as an acti
('message' as verb), they are a system of messages ('message' as noun); they are bo
constituted by and productive through messages, which are the process by mea
of which reason emerges (it is the product of a process, not an input)."83 Witho
being specific to a certain culture, the homo nuntius is reified in response to local a
global cultures.
A networked self, communicated across collapsed and multiplied audienc
seeks social opportunities for expression and connection. Networked and remix
sociabilities emerge and are practiced over multiplied places and audiences, whi
do not necessarily collapse one's sense of place but afford sense of place reflexiv
ly. A sense of place is formed in response to the particular sense of self or
response to the identity performance constructed upon that place. This presents t
modus operandi for the networked self and the context of newer patterns of soc
bility and routes to sociality that emerge. The ability to negotiate agency across in
viduaVsocial, public/private, and EastlWest binaries lies in the competence of t
homo nuntius in managing the multiplexity of messages affirming, reproducing, a
challenging one's ow~ notion of selfhood. It is the ability to produce but also to e
or redact these message-based performances of the self that rises to prominenc
across cultures in the new(er) technology environment. 84 Local and translocal p
formances of identity are constantly edited, retweaked, and remixed to maintain t
coherence (or purposeful incoherence) of the performance with varyi
audiences/publics. The ability of an individual to perform a sense of self that mak
sense to multiple audiences and publics while not compromising the authentic
of the performance depends on redactional acumen. And applied to researchers co
ducting work across culturally converged planes of social activity, redactional ac
men would gain relevance as the ability to edit one's own cultural leanings
observing and understanding performances of culture across network social plan
Finally, applied to efforts to historicize the progression of newer media, redactio
al acumen refers to the ability to edit out, or recognize, and invite cultural bias a
necessary step in producing hybrid histories of new media.
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